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am- NW scant breeze; clear sky, smog on horizon

9pm-strong gusty wind started, lasted a couple hours. am-clear sky, smog on horizon; scant wind

afternoon Few very thin high clouds. W windy w/strong gusts late afternoon & stronger wind until several hours after dark. am-scant wind, clear sky.

gusty wind at noon, continued until midnight. am- wind increased w/gusts at 099, clear sky.

afternoon- windy, gusty. am-breezy, clear sky

afternoon windy. am breeze; clear sky

late afternoon- wind stronger. am- breezy; clear sky

windy late afternoon. am' scant breeze; clear sky but smoggy on horizons.

late afternoon- windy. am- clear sky but smog on horizons; W breezy

late afternoon, evening-wind increased. am- scant wind, clear sky w/smog on horizons

1830- very strong gust of wind, wind decreased after dark. am clear sky, scant breeze

1715= very strong wind gusts followed by stronger wind which decreased after dark. Am- clear sky, scant wind

Before noon small puffs clouds S, E, W horizons. 1545- strong gust of stronger wind. Decreased after dark but remained windy. Am- More high thin clouds & puffs across sky; remains windy.

1545 Strong gusty wind followed by not as strong as yesterday wind. decreased by 2200. am= clear sky, scant wind

afternoon; stayed breezy; am- S. few long, not wide small clouds on horizon, otherwise smog on horizons and clear; scant breeze

afternoon-breezy, hot. am- a few more than yesterday thin clouds; scant breeze.

afternoon- more clouds, breeze. am High thin clouds covering sky in groups; small breeze.

afternoon-clouds changed to clumps of cumulus with a bank of cumulus clouds N. horizon. Strong wind w/gusts started late afternoon, stopped after dark. am- clear sky, forgetting to write smog on horizons [..]

afternoon-wind increased. am scant breeze, clear sky, much less smog

late afternoon- strong gusts w/stronger wind until midnight. am scant wind, clear sky

afternoon-very few thin high clouds' wind increased towards sunset. am- Thin high cloud groups fairly thick in S; breeze

afternoon- clouds cleared; wind increased before sunset. am- Scattered high thin clouds; scant breeze.

afternoon-clouds increased; partially overcast still at sunrise; windy in afternoon. am Clouds are moving, mostly east. Breezy

afternoon-gray cloud cover; 1430 smelled like rain, very few tiny raindrops that did not spot the cement; temp dropped to 96; sunset-big gray cloud banks S & W. breezy. am- clear sky; scant wind

afternoon-small cumulus puffs scattered across sky; 1845-strong gusts & increased wind. am-clear sky; scant wind

afternoon- fw virus clouds changed to cumulus clumps across sky, which dissipated before sunset; windy. am- clear sky; scant wind.

afternoon -scattered cumulus clouds that dissipated before sunset; strong wind. am-clear sky; breezy

afternoon-no cloud, small breeze; am-clear sky, scant wind

afternoon-few scattered groups of cumulus; breezy. 0305- large sprinkles for a few minutes. am- scattered groups of cumulus; slight breeze

am- high thin clouds about 1/2 sky, scant wind

near sunset sky covered w/thick bank gray bottomed from S. clouds; by 2000 1/2 of clouds had cleared leaving groups cumulus clouds scattered across sky. am- Hi thin & groups cumulus clouds about 1/2 sky. [..]


